To access the Website go to our school website: https://www.woottonlowerschool.org/

You will see this link on our webpage:

Click on Pupil DailyTasks
This will take you to the Oak Academy Website

You then need to click on the relevant year group
**Maths Example**

This is a Year 1 example and it has taken me to Monday. If you go in later in the week you can still click back to Monday and work through the lessons in order.

For each maths lesson it starts with an introduction slide and then a multiple choice quiz:

**Activity 1: Introductory Quiz**

The following quiz will help to assess your previous learning on this topic, and re-cap any elements you may have forgotten. Once you have completed this, please click 'Next activity' below.

After completing the quiz you select next activity:
For each maths section there is a video:

**Activity 2: Video**

When you are ready, press play on the video link opposite. This will require you to listen closely to what is being taught, and also for any instructions. Your teacher may ask you to pause the video to complete an activity. If this activity requires the Slides on the following page, simply pause the video and click 'Next activity' below. If the video does not require you to pause, watch it until the end. Then click 'Next activity' once it has finished.

Followed by an independent task (some are written and some are practical)

**Main Activity**

The slides opposite will take you through the main activity for the lesson. If you need to re-play the video to follow instructions, or refresh your memory, just click the minimised video in the top-right of the screen. Once you have finished all activities in the video and the slides, click 'Next activity' below.

**Independent Task**

**Task 1**
- Find three objects that are taller than you
- Find three objects that are shorter than you

**Task 2**
- Order the objects from tallest to shortest
- Find out where you would go in the order from tallest to shortest.

It will then end with a quiz:

**Activity 4: Quiz**

The quiz opposite is a great way for you to re-cap your knowledge from this lesson. Work through each question, and seek to understand what you may have found challenging. If you would like to re-cap any of the lesson, or repeat any exercise, click 'Previous activity' below until you reach that screen.

Start Quiz
If you then click back to schedule it will take you back to the day’s lessons:

**English Example**

The English lessons have a video with a shared text or story. Your child will be asked to pause the video and answer questions based on the text. They can do this on paper or in the exercise book we gave you. They will share the answers and give the children a chance to correct their answers (they may be reluctant to do this!)

**Activity 2: Video**

When you are ready, press play on the video link opposite. This will require you to listen closely to what is being taught, and also for any instructions. Your teacher may ask you to pause the video to complete an activity. If this activity requires the Slides on the following page, simply pause the video and click ‘Next activity’ below. If the video does not require you to pause, watch it until the end. Then click ‘Next activity’ once it has finished.

I hope this guide is helpful. Please do ask if you have any questions about how to use this online resource.